Spring is Here! Here Are Our Favorite Garden
Centers and Nurseries in the 48's
Spring is here! As the ground starts
warming up and the birds start to sing,
our attention is turned towards our
gardens.
Here are a few of our favorite local
garden centers and nurseries where we
love to pick up everything from our early
springtime blooms to our vegetable
plants.
Read More

Companies Seek to Make Anyone a 'Power Buyer' in
a Housing Market That Demands Cash
Read about Todd Waller's buyer's journey using a program called
Knock to put a cash backed offer on a new home
As the housing market remains competitive, and
prices begin to rise, there's an increasing need to
remove contingences and make other promises
that guarantee if a seller chooses your offer, the
sale will close. In the industry, they're being called
power buyers.

Read More

Sara Maddock Reflects On Being "That Realtor
Friend"
Chatting with Sara Maddock about when client
relationships transcend the professional space and
become friendships.
"Ask any seasoned Realtor and they will tell you
that there is nothing more satisfying than earning
the trust and friendship of the people we serve, so
that we can continue as their guide and consultant
for a lifetime of transactions, spanning literally
decades."

Read More

Housing Inventory Uptick Expected Within 6 Months
More than two-thirds of
potential sellers in 2022
are expected to list by
summer's end.
Nearly 65% of homeowners planning to sell this
year expect to list by the end of summer, which
should provide a much-needed influx of
inventory that should slow the explosive home
price growth seen during the pandemic,
according to a Realtor.com survey of
prospective sellers.

Read More Here

Win A Pet-Sized Version Of Your Home for Your Pet

Better than treats or toys, a custom-built, life-sized pet house could be theirs when you enter the
sweepstakes now through June 6! Give your adorable pet the home they deserve.

Enter Pawfect Home Sweepstakes
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